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THE GIFT OF RECONCILIATION EXERCISE      
 (provided by Beth Korch) 

 

To prepare for class collect: 
1.  at least 8 boxes or gift bags or a mixture of both. Don't make them pretty maybe 

plain paper or bags. . You can label each box with a sin if you want to or just grab 
a random box when talking. 
 

2. One beautifully wrapped gift that is really enticing. Hide the gifts under a table 
covered with a tablecloth so no one can see what you are about to reveal. 
 
 

Invite one person to accept all your gifts.  
 
Tell a story as you are handing out the gifts: 
 
So last Saturday you had plans with a good friend but then some kids from school 
invited you to a really cool party last minute so you called your friend and lied (hand the 
first gift a lie) to say something urgent came up. (add another gift for wanting what the 
popular kids wanted) 
 
We can't just tell one lie, when your friend called on Sunday to see how things went on 
Saturday you had to make up a story. (hand another gift for the lie). You also feel guilty 
about hurting your friend's feelings (a gift for the guilt) 
 
Your parents discovered you went to a party Saturday night without their permission 
and they grounded you. When going to your room you didn't exactly go too peacefully. 
Let's add the gift of disrespecting our parents (add another gift box). You were angry 
(add a box for anger) 
 
When you went back to school Monday everyone was standing around talking about the 
party and how awesome it was. They heard you had a great time and were talking as if 
you were the most popular girl there. You know most of what they were saying was not 
true but you agreed and even added to the lies. (add 2 boxes one for lying and one for 
pridefulness) 
 
If you can think of any other sins to add just add a box and explain what it is for.  
 
When the "sinner's" hands are too full to accept anything else reveal the most beautiful 
gift. 
 
Here is the precious gift of God's Grace. He really wants you to have this for no reason, 
just because He loves you but unfortunately, right now there is no way you can grab this 
gift. You have to first get rid of all of those you are holding on to. How do you think you 
can free up your hands to grab onto Grace? (Don't let them accept the gift - leave it 
unclaimed on the table) 
 
Explain that through confession we can get rid of all the unwanted parcels=sins taking 
up room in our hearts to make room for the God’s loving mercy = gift of grace-
forgiveness. 
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